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DEPARTMENT: Engineering and Environmental Services 
ITEM TITLE: Integrated Transit Strategy - Options Analysis 
DESCRIPTION: Present the findings from Phase 1 of the study and seek Council direction for Phase 2.  
 

 
QUESTION 
Which transit service option(s) does Council wish to take forward to Phase 2 Operationalization Plan of the 
Integrated Transit Strategy?  
 
OPTIONS 
A. THAT the transit services from Service Strategy #5: 

• Highway 97 Rapid Bus 

• Route 90 (Vernon to Kelowna) 

• Free Summertime Shuttle 

• Free Digital on Demand Transit (DODT) 

• HandyDart 
be advanced for consideration in the Phase 2 Operationalization Plan of the Integrated Transit Strategy. 
 

B. THAT the transit services from Service Strategy #4: 

• Highway 97 Rapid Bus 

• Route 90 (Vernon to Kelowna) 

• Summertime Shuttle 

• Digital on Demand Transit (DODT) 

• HandyDart 
be advanced for consideration in the Phase 2 Operationalization Plan of the Integrated Transit Strategy. 

 
C. THAT Service Strategy(s) chosen by Council be advanced for consideration in the Phase 2 Operationalization of 

the Integrated Transit Strategy. 
 
D. THAT the Integrated Transit Strategy - Options Analysis report be referred to staff for amendments as provided 

by Council. 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
WATT Consulting Group have been retained by the District to identify options for increasing transit use in Lake 
Country. The project is called the Integrated Transit Strategy and comprises of four-phases. The transit goal set in 
Mobility Master Plan is to increase transit ridership by 10% of 2019 annual ridership recorded by BC Transit. This 
report summaries Phase 1 - Options Analysis of the Integrated Transit Strategy. In this phase, a toolbox of options 
for increasing ridership will be developed. The recommended Service Strategy to take forward to Phase 2 of the 
Integrated Transit Strategy in 2023 is Service Strategy #5 as it is the option that is most aligned with the Councils 
Vision and Mission Statement, the goals, objectives and policies within the Official Community Plan and the three 
pillars established in the Mobility Master Plan to build a better community. 
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KEY INFORMATION 
The Integrated Transit Strategy is a four-phase project completed within a four-year timeframe, each phase will be 
approved by Council prior to commencing the next phase, the four phases are: 
 

• Phase 1 – Option Analysis (current phase).  A toolbox of options for increasing ridership will be developed. 
Council will decide which option(s) will be taken into Phase 2 for further detailed study. 
 

• Phase 2 – Operationalization Plan. Feasible options from Phase 1 will be developed into operational plans 
with costing and implementation timelines. 

 
 

• Phase 3 – Implementation Plan. An Implementation Plan will be created in Phase 3 for the preferred 
option. The Implementation Plan will provide a roadmap for the District to go from idea to reality and will 
include all aspects of implementation from infrastructure improvements, costing, phasing, marketing and 
branding as needed. 
 

• Phase 4 – Implementation. Phase 4 works through the Implementation of the chosen option(s).  
 
 

 
 
DESIRED BENEFIT  
To meet the objectives of the Mobility Masterplan of increasing transit ridership 10% from 2019 levels and ensuring 
balance and equity in transportation options within Lake Country. 
 
STRATEGIC RELEVANCE AND COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY  
During a Strategy Session held on Aug 31, 2021, Council agreed that a viable transit system is at the heart of the 
addressing the inequalities within our current mobility system.  Council asked for staff to instigate a study to assess 
all the potential options and take the first step in answering the question of “how do we reach the 10% ridership 
goal?”. 
 
A viable transit system is at the core of addressing inequity in our mobility systems by providing safe, effective, 
efficient, and affordable travel options for all ages and abilities. The conventional north American model of 
personal single occupant vehicles predominantly serves citizens that can afford to, and choose to, operate a car. 
This also supports the planning and prioritization of car-centered transportation networks that attribute to higher 
household car ownership. As a result, limited transit service routes, service frequencies, and transit stop 
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infrastructure coupled with a disconnected accessible active transportation network; contribute to low transit 
ridership. Disconnected and uncomfortable active transportation infrastructure leads to low use. Addressing 
inequity also focuses on providing options outside areas of affluence. All these elements speak to creating the 
balance between all modes of transportation.  
 
 
REQUISITES 
The Integrated Transit Strategy will: 

• Align with Council’s vision and Policies and Plans. 

• Be responsive to the Mobility Master Plan; 

• Complement the Local Area Transit Plan (LATP) and BC Transit initiatives; 
 
 
BACKGROUND/HISTORY 
In 2021, the District of Lake Country completed the Mobility Master Plan, a blueprint for the future of 
transportation in Lake Country that focused on Mobility and striking a balance between the various modes 
of transportation. In doing so, it also sought to improve the array of options available to everyone in the 
community irrespective of age, gender, physical ability or cognitive function. Within the plan, there is a spotlight 
on building transit resilience in the community and improving the communities’ access to and use of public 
transportation to get around Lake Country. The transit goal set in this plan and approved by Council is to increase 
transit ridership by 10% of 2019 annual ridership recorded by BC Transit. 
 
DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS 
 

Legislation & Applicable Policies.   

• Council’s Vision (link) 

The guiding principles in the Mobility Master Plan are also reflective of Councils Vision and Mission 

Statement, specifically within the statements around nurturing a healthy natural environment, providing 

sustainable infrastructure and creating an inclusive community.  These elements are also echoed in the 

Pillars of the Vision and Mission Statement by providing “well maintained infrastructure and facilities that 

meet community needs and allow growth and development for prosperity.” 

 
• Council’s Strategic Priorities 2022 Action Plan (link) 

Under the Strategic Priority to “Encourage Growth of the Downtown Core” is to complete a transit study to 
complete an initial assessment of all potential options that fully consider the Mobility Master Plan goals 
and how they can integrate into the communities busing strategy. 
 

 
 

• Official Community Plan (link) – Section 8 of the Official Community Plan (OCP) contains four unique 

transportation goals and ten objectives, each with their own policies, to guide the future transportation 

network. The modal hierarchy established in the OCP sets the foundation of Mobility Master Plan with 

https://pub-lakecountry.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=2911
https://pub-lakecountry.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=2910
https://www.lakecountry.bc.ca/en/business-information/resources/Document-Manager/Bylaws/Official-Community-Plan-(2018-2038)-Bylaw-1065,-2018---CONSOLIDATED.pdf
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the following descending order of priority: walking, transit, cycling, high-occupancy vehicles, goods 

movement and single occupancy vehicles. 

 

• Mobility Master Plan (link) 

The core aim of the Mobility Master Plan is to aid in building a better community, this is achieved by 

establishing three pillars, they are: 

o Places & Spaces - refers to the land use and public space available for residents to gather and 

recreate. Healthy livable cities need to connect people to one another and to nature. 

 

o Addressing Inequity - Equity in mobility speaks to providing safe, efficient, and affordable travel 

options for all ages and abilities. The conventional personally owned single occupant vehicle 

model predominantly serves citizens that can afford to, and choose to, operate a car 

 

o Mobility for All - Providing mobility to all is to provide more service options to all ages and 

abilities and tackle the barriers for users shifting modes. There is a portion of the population that 

wants to walk, bike, or take transit more, but are faced with challenges that make it 

inconvenient, perceived as unsafe, or are not accommodated at all. 

 

https://www.lakecountry.bc.ca/en/business-information/resources/Document-Manager/Reference-Documents/Mobility-Master-Plan.pdf
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Current Transit Model & Performance. 
The District of Lake Country is part of the Regional District of Central Okanagan and is situated between Vernon and 
Kelowna. Transit service in Lake Country is provided as part of the Kelowna Regional Transit Service. It should be 
noted that Vernon is not part of the same system but it’s connection to Lake Country is important as well. From the 
2018 Okanagan Travel Survey, it was found that 37% of Lake Country residents’ daily trips were made to Kelowna 
and 6% were made to Vernon. Overall, only 1.3% of residents used transit to get to work indicating heavy reliance 
on Single Occupancy Vehicles for commute trips. 
 
Two routes from the Kelowna Regional Transit system serve the District of Lake Country. Route 23 connects Lake 
Country to the University of British Columbia Okanagan (UBCO) campus transit exchange. Route 32 is Lake 
Country’s in-town circulator service that provides weekday only peak service in the mornings and evenings.   
From the Vernon Regional transit system, Route 90 connects Vernon to Kelowna and has a couple of stops in Lake 
Country. Out of the three routes, Route 23 is considered the workhorse of the system. 
 
For a system comprised of only two dedicated routes and a limited stop service passing through, the Lake Country 
System has robust usage. COVID has certainly had an impact on usage. Subsequent labour shortages and resulting 
reductions in service have not helped and while ridership has started recovering, post-pandemic, the numbers are 
not nearly as healthy as they used to be in 2019. 2019 was the best year in terms of transit ridership in Lake 
Country. Reliability of service, half hour peak service in the mornings (getting students to UBCO), could all be 
factors contributing to the high 2019 ridership levels. 
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The Lake Country Transit System, as it is currently configured works well for a part of the community that 
commutes to UBCO and into Kelowna on a regular basis. This is evident in the ridership numbers on the Route 23. 
However, for local travel, within Lake Country, the system as it is set up is not serving the majority of its residents: 
youth, working adults that do not have access to a car, families that are headed out to the beach on a summer day 
that could benefit from convenient, consistent, accessible service. 
 
A holistic approach has been followed to develop strategies to address the gaps identified in transit service in Lake 
Country. Such an approach includes the development of transit Supportive Policies and Service Strategies. 
 
Supportive Policies. 
A four-point approach to transit Supportive Policies is recommended for success as shown in the graphic below. 
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Service Strategies. 
Five Service Strategies have been developed for consideration and are summarized in the graphic below, which 
includes very high-level review of costs for each bundle, these figures do not include capital costs.  
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The costs shown in the above graphic for each Service Strategy Bundle assume reallocation of current resources 
where possible, however as we move to bundles 4 and 5 some additional funding will be needed for sustained 
operations. Funding strategies will be further developed during Phase 2. In some communities this has come from 
parking fees, some others work with businesses (in the case of the District, it could be the wineries or other 
commercial enterprises) to develop partnerships and leverage funding, some others use taxation as a way of paying 
for additional and improved transit service in the community. For ease of comparison, the Bundles are further 
summarized below: 
 

• Bundle 1 - is the existing service and represents status quo.  

• Bundle 2 – Provides a summer shuttle on top of existing service.  

• Bundle 3 - presents improved transit connectivity locally. 

• Bundle 4 – Provides the best regional and local transit connectivity, has a user fee for all services. 

• Bundle 5 – Provides the same services as Bundle 4 but provides a free local service for a relatively minimal 
cost increase. 

 
When looking at service delivery of the Service Strategy options, BC Transit service is required for regional 
connectivity in all bundles and therefore the local service elements could be delivered by BC Transit, in-house by 
the District of Lake Country, through private contract with the District or by a hybrid model: 
 
Financial Information  
The preferred Service Strategy chosen by Council will be studied further in Phase 2 of the Integrated Transit 
Strategy.  This funding to conduct Phase 2 will be brought forward during the 2023 budget deliberations, to be 
completed during 2023. 
 
ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
Option A:  Service Strategy #5: provides the same service as Service Strategy #4 but takes the next progressive step 
in addressing inequity in our mobility systems by providing free local transit service for a relatively minimal cost 
increase. 
 
Option B: Service Strategy #4: provides the best balance of regional connectivity and local service improvements 
with a fee paid local service.  
 
Option C: The Service Strategy(s) chosen by Council will be taken forward to Phase 2 of the Integrated Transit 
Strategy. If more than more Service Strategy is chosen, it will likely impact budget and project timings as the scope 
for studying multiple Service Strategies is larger. 
 
Option D:  Will require more staff time and resources and will be considered by the new Council for adoption. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Matthew Salmon, P.Eng. 
Director of Engineering and Environmental Services 
 
This report has been prepared on consultation with the following: 
(author to request inclusion of initials to show concurrence)  

Tanya Garost, Chief Administrative Officer TG 
Trevor James, Chief Financial Officer TJ 

 
Attachment: 
 

A.  Integrated Transit Strategy-Options Analysis Report 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In 2021, the District of Lake Country 
completed the Mobility Master Plan, a 
blueprint for the future of 
transportation in Lake Country that 
focused on Mobility and striking a 
balance between the various modes 
of transportation. In doing so, it also 
sought to improve the array of 
options available to everyone in the 
community irrespective of age, 
gender, physical ability or cognitive 
function. 

Within the plan, there is a spotlight 
on building transit resilience in the 
community and improving the 
communities’ access to and use of 
public transportation to get around 
Lake Country. The transit goal set in 
this plan and approved by Council is 
to increase transit ridership by 10% 
of 2019 annual ridership recorded by 
BC Transit. 

WATT Consulting Group was 
engaged by the District to develop 
some approaches to increasing 
transit use in Lake Country. The 
Integrated Transit Strategy is a four-
phase project that seeks to develop 
some holistic solutions to improve 
transit usage within Lake Country. 

The Strategy utilizes the Mobility Master Plan and the Local Area Transit Plan (LATP) as 
its baseline and builds on previously completed work.  

The Integrated Transit Strategy will: 

 Be responsive to the Mobility Master Plan; 
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 Complement the LATP and BC Transit initiatives; and 
 Develop short and long-term solutions that could increase transit ridership. 

This report summaries Phase 1: Options Analysis of the Integrated Transit Strategy. In 
this phase, a toolbox of options for increasing ridership will be developed. In Phase 2: 
Operationalization Plan, will take feasible options from Phase 1, and develop operational 
plans, costing and implementation timelines for them. An Implementation Plan will be 
created in Phase 3 for the preferred option. The Implementation Plan will provide a 
roadmap for the District to go from idea to reality and will include all aspects of 
implementation from infrastructure improvements, costing, phasing, marketing and 
branding as needed. Finally, Phase 4 works through the Implementation of the chosen 
option(s). 

Figure 1: Phasing of the Integrated Transit Strategy 

 

The next few sections describe the analysis and research work that went into 
understanding issues and opportunities in the District of Lake Country and developing 
options that would address the issues and take advantage of the existing opportunities. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND & CONTEXT 

The District of Lake Country is part of the Regional District of Central Okanagan and is 
situated between Vernon and Kelowna. Transit service in Lake Country is provided as 
part of the Kelowna Regional Transit Service. A map is provided in Figure 2 that 
includes the various transit areas within the Kelowna Regional Transit system. It should 
be noted that Vernon is not part of the same system but it’s connection to Lake Country 
is important as well. From the 2018 Okanagan Travel Survey, it was found that 37% of 
Lake Country residents’ daily trips were made to Kelowna and 6% were made to 
Vernon. Overall, only 1.3% of residents used transit to get to work indicating heavy 
reliance on Single Occupancy 
Vehicles for commute trips. 

Two routes from the Kelowna 
Regional Transit system serve 
the District of Lake Country. 
Route 23 connects Lake 
Country to the University of 
British Columbia Okanagan 
(UBCO) campus transit 
exchange. Route 32 is Lake 
Country’s in-town circulator 
service that provides weekday 
only peak service in the 
mornings and evenings.  

From the Vernon Regional 
transit system, Route 90 
connects Vernon to Kelowna 
and has couple stops in Lake 
Country. Out of the three 
routes, Route 23 is considered 
the workhorse of the system.  
The Kelowna Regional System 
is shown in Appendix A. The 
routes and their boarding 
statistics are shown in 
Appendix B. 

 

Figure 2: Kelowna Regional Transit Jurisdiction Areas 
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3.0 ANALYSIS 

Transit System Performance 

For a system comprised of only two dedicated routes and a limited stop service passing 
through, the Lake Country System has robust usage. COVID has certainly had an impact 
on usage. Subsequent labour shortages and resulting reductions in service have not 
helped and while ridership has started recovering, post-pandemic, the numbers are not 
nearly as healthy as they used to be in 2019. 2019 was the best year in terms of transit 
ridership in Lake Country. Reliability of service, half hour peak service in the mornings 
(getting students to UBCO), could all be factors contributing to the high 2019 ridership 
levels. 

 

 
Figure 3: Long Term System Annual Ridership 
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Route 23 experienced significantly higher usage than Route 32 in both 2019 and 2021. 
The monthly ridership trends align with UBCO’s school calendar. In pre-pandemic 
conditions, Route 23 had a larger sum of boardings than a sum of revenue hours; 
indicating an efficient use of resources into that route. In 2021, post-pandemic, Route 
23 is still recovering its ridership volume, and the sum of revenue hours exceeds the 
sum of boardings. 

 

 
Figure 4: Annual Ridership by Route 
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When boardings and 
revenue hours are 
compared, it is evident that 
more resources are being 
pumped into Route 32 than 
being utilized. It is to be 
noted here that Route 32 
only operates during the 
weekday morning and 
afternoon peaks where it 
attracts a very low number 
of boardings for each period. 

Route 23 has highest usage 
during AM and PM weekday 
peaks. Saturday sees 
significantly lower ridership 
even though 30-minute 
service frequency is 
maintained similar to 
weekdays. Sunday has a 
lower 60-minute frequency 
and has similar ridership to 
Saturday.  

The most popular stop pairs 
on Route 23 include UBCO, 
Innovation at Quail Ridge, 
Kelowna Airport, Berry at 
Bottom Wood Lake, Highway 97 at Beaver Lake, Highway 97 at Commonwealth, 
Oceala at Pretty, and Woodsdale at Bottom Wood Lake. It is to be noted that the first 
three stops listed are within the City of Kelowna and boardings and alightings at these 
stops indicate travel to and from Kelowna. 

For more detailed information, Appendix D includes data on popular stops, and 
projected boardings by time of day and day of week. The monthly, hourly ridership 
trends and annual boarding and revenue hour trends are shown in Appendix E. 

Figure 5: Annual Boardings and Revenue Hours by Route 

Figure 6: Route 23: Average Boardings by Trip Start Hour 
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Gap Analysis 

The transit system in Lake Country 
provides north-south coverage and 
with its two routes connects to most 
major service, recreation, and 
employment destinations in Lake 
Country.  East- west connectivity and 
coverage is low. The system as 
designed currently serves only two of 
the four wards in Lake Country as 
Carr’s Landing and Okanagan Centre 
are not served by transit. With lower-
density residential and agricultural land 
uses in these wards, conventional 
transit service is perhaps not a suitable 
service type, but other service types 
like On Demand transit could be 
considered for these areas. 

Having analyzed transit coverage 
across population cohorts, senior 
facilities and services are well served 
by transit. There are gaps in service for 
youth, given the east-west connectivity issue in that if you do not reside in the core part 
of Lake Country it is not easy to access transit service, being dropped off and picked up 
by parents is perhaps an easier alternative. 

In addition, the transit system as it is currently designed does not really provide 
connectivity to the major recreational destinations in Lake Country- the wineries and 
beaches. In some ways it would not be wrong to say that the transit system does not 
support “play” or “life, the Okanagan way”. Maps included in Appendix C provide 
visualizations of these observations.  

  

Figure 7: District of Lake Country Destinations 
and Areas of Service 
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Municipal Comparison 

To help understand the present-day health or operations of transit in Lake Country, a 
comparison to other similarly sized municipalities with similar transit needs was 
completed, see Table 1. 

 

 
 

Table 1: Transit System Comparison 

 

Comparing Lake Country to Powell River, Coburg, and Prince Rupert, Lake Country has 
a similar population base but spread out over a larger area. The result is a transit system 
that is marginally more expensive to operate per boarding and per revenue hour.  

Appendix C provides details on the specifics within the Lake Country system regard 
population density, demographic, and destinations. The relatively high cost per boarding 
creates opportunities to integrate other forms of transit into the network such as Digital 
On Demand Transit as a possibly more efficient option. 

 

*District’s contribution is ~$800,000 (figures exclude HandyDart and Rt 90 expenses) 

Summary – The Lake Country Transit System, as it is currently configured works well for a 
part of the community that commutes to UBCO and into Kelowna on a regular basis. This is 
evident in the ridership numbers on the Route 23. However, for local travel, within Lake 
Country, the system as it is set up is not serving the majority of its residents: youth, working 
adults that do not have access to a car, families that are headed out to the beach on a 
summer day that could benefit from convenient, consistent, accessible service. 
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4.0 CASE STUDIES 

As part of this study, WATT also conducted three case studies in different provinces of 
transit systems and not managed by BC Transit. It should be noted that two of these 
systems are in Alberta and have more flexibility given the transit authority is managed 
at the municipal level.    

ROAM Transit  

ROAM is the transit authority in Banff and Canmore, 
Alberta.  

ROAM has a total of 10 routes that are a mix of 
short, local trips and long, regional trips. Key features 
of the ROAM transit system include free transit for 
local residents and there are also partnerships in 
place for hotels to provide transit passes to guests. Children under 12 years old also ride 
free. In this system, the lost revenue from fares is partly offset from parking revenues.  

Other notable features of the system include  

 High fares for the long-distance regional routes 
 20 to 30-minute frequency on local routes  
 30-minute frequency on regional routes 

Weekend service is the same as the weekday and results in a consistent easy to 
remember schedule. An app makes purchasing fares easy and accessible. The app also 
allows long-distance commuters to reserve seats in advance. ROAM transit is equipped 
with real-time GPS bus tracking and is comprised of a hybrid-electric fleet. The 16 
routes in the ROAM transit system gather a total of 1.5 million annual boardings over 
49,000 annual revenue hours, 1.4 million annual kilometres, and $4.7 million in annual 
operating expenses. 14% and 50% of the funding for ROAM is from the federal 
government (Parks) and the municipality respectively.  
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COLT Transit 

The second case study is from Cochrane, Alberta. 
Cochrane has a population of 34,000 for the 
Cochrane On-Demand Local Transit (COLT) service. 
They operate a municipal Digital on Demand Transit 
service (DoDT). This service was launched through a 
pilot program in 2019 and provides local service only.  

COLT has no fixed routes, instead buses can be requested up to a week in advance, or 
with just a few minutes' notice; requests are completed using the app, website, or 
phone and are subject to availability.  

 Operating hours are 6 am to 8 pm Monday to Friday and 9 am to 3 pm on 
Saturday.  

 The transit fare is $2.50 and can be paid via the app or with cash.  
 Transit users are picked up at designated stop locations. 

COLT’s fleet is comprised of eight low-floor buses, with four in service at a time, 
depending on the requests. The 21-seat buses are complete with accessible entrance 
ramps, one wheelchair space, and bicycle racks. The transit system operates on a net 

budget of $600,000 
per year and averages 
a $64 cost to run per 
service hour.  In 
comparison the 
District of Lake 
Country cost per hour 
cited in Table 1 

above, this is quite economical. The cost advantage is likely due to the services being 
contracted out, among other operational considerations. Pre-COVID it had 4.6 
boardings per hour and during COVID it had 2.9.  
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Naramata Wine Bus 

In 2022, a private business in 
Naramata, British Columbia launched 
a wine bus. The system has three 
trolleys that offer service up and 
down the Naramata Bench and 
focuses on winery locations. The 
buses boast charm and generate 
excitement from customers and 
pedestrians with their trolley bell 
chime and old-time allure.  

The main pick-up site is in a central 
Penticton location. The drop-off 
locations are flexible. Users have 
reported the bus drivers as friendly 
and accommodating to passenger 
needs. It costs $50 for a daily hop-on 
hop-off ticket (only a full day ticket is 
available). No single ride option 
available. While this price is very 
steep compared to conventional 
transit, it is economical when 
compared to wine tour options. It 
offers hourly service on the 
weekends and trips every two hours service on weekdays. This service is tourist-
focused and is only offered during the summer months. Due to the antique nature of the 
buses, they are not wheelchairs accessible. 

 

Summary – Each of these case studies is very different from Lake Country in the nature 
of the service they provide, the population of the area, the funding and governance of 
the service and its usage. The take-away for the consultant team was the applicability of 
some of these models in Lake Country. Does a community have to have only a single 
type of service? Can there be different types of services serving different areas of a 
community and different functions: commuting, recreation? Perhaps, one size does not 
fit all as is currently designed. 
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5.0 STRATEGIES 

A holistic approach has been followed to develop service strategies to address the gaps 
identified in transit service in Lake Country in the preceding sections. Such an approach 
includes the development of transit supportive policies, service strategies that serve the 
varying needs of a community and accompanying infrastructure improvements and 
well-designed marketing campaign designed to increase awareness of services and 
increase partnerships with local business with the goal of creating a support base for 
transit amongst the business community as well. For Phase I we will be focusing on the 
transit supportive policies and service strategies only  

 

Policy Considerations 

A four-point approach to transit supportive policies is recommended for success. Some 
of these policies have also been identified in the Mobility Master Plan. The policies 
identified below are self-explanatory and not much detail is needed to describe each, 
except for the First Mile Last Mile Transfer policy. Park and Rides, shared mobility 
solutions like e-scooters and e-bikes, walking and biking connections to transit all make 
using transit convenient and attractive. A number of municipalities in Alberta and 
Ontario have seen successful uptake on not just these services but also on transit with 
the introduction of these services in these municipalities. 

 

 PARKING RESTRICTIONS 

 Reduce congestion 
 Source of revenue for transit 

improvements 
 Makes driving less desirable 

 FIRST-MILE LAST-MILE TRANSFERS 

 Taxi, rideshare agreements 
 Electric scooter or bike share 

program  
 Multi-modal connections & 

network 

 SUPPORTIVE HOUSING POLICIES 

 Attracts UBCO students to live 
off campus; secondary suites; 
higher density residential 

 Attracting seniors’ housing 
facilities 

 INCENTIVIZE TRANSIT 

 School passes 
 Seniors’ free ride program 
 Community Pass program 
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Service Strategy #1: Streamlining Rt 23 and Rt 32 Schedules   

What: Coordinating schedules of the Route 32 to better meet with the Route 90. 
Streamlining the schedules of the Route 23 to better align to provide three trips an hour 
in peak uniformly. 

Why: Enables the Route 32 to pick up locally so people can connect to the Route 90 
and have an alternate option to travel to UBCO and the airport. Another advantage of 
this option is that there is a perception of consistency of service to UBCO (every 20 
minutes in peak) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Service Strategy #1 - Current and Proposed Service 
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Service Strategy #2: Summer Seasonal Service  

What: Summer seasonal service. This could be BC Transit run, privately operated or run 
by the District of Lake Country. Service would be: 

 Loop route(s)/Trolley/”fun bus” 
 Hop on/hop off type of service 
 Start as a pilot for a summer, accompanied by parking restrictions and parking 

fees to incentivize the use of the summer service. 
 Largely serving the beaches, but could also serve wineries on route if financially 

supported by wineries 
 30/60-minute-long loops depending on routing and possible serve a majority of 

the different beaches in Lake Country. Some beaches in Carr’s Landing would be 
operationally challenging to serve. 

 Ideally uses one bus, that could alternate between two beach/wine loops 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why: Addresses the gap identified in this study to recreational destinations on transit as 
well as the traffic congestion issues on the narrow roads leading up to the beaches. 

Figure 9: Service Strategy #2: Example Routes 
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Service Strategy #3: Digital On Demand Transit (DODT) Service 

What: In existing transit routes, where boardings per hour are less than 10 boardings 
an hour (which is the case for the Route 32 currently), Digital On Demand Transit is a 
more efficient way of serving the occasional and infrequent need for local travel. Service 
highlights include: 

 Starting as analog and converting to digital when BC Transit ready for 
technology upgrades 

 Ideally two to three layover locations, covers all four wards 
 Customers would be promised a maximum wait time of 15-minutes  
 This service would replace the Route 32 and further exploration would be 

needed to see if Sunday service on the Route 23 could be replaced by this 
service. 

 This service is not recommended for connecting to UBCO 
 Could use ~2,000 hours from Rt 32 and HandyDART hours 
 Agencies have had success with integrating handyDART and regular service into 

Digital On Demand Transit. 

Why: Addresses the gap identified 
in the two wards of Lake Country 
as well as the west side of Lake 
Country with lower residential 
density.  

This would be a customer-friendly 
way to serve the local travel needs 
of the Lake Country residents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5km / 15min 
travel time 

5km / 15min 
travel time 

Figure 10: Service Strategy #3 - Example 
Service Areas 
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Service Strategy #4: H97 RapidBus Extension + DODT services 

What: In this strategy, the idea would be to use a majority of the service hours from 
Route 23 towards the extension of the Rapid Bus (H97) to Lake Country. This would 
provide the half hour service to UBCO as is, but also a one-seat ride into Kelowna, 
which could work for a number of people commuting to Kelowna everyday for work. 
Highlights of this strategy include: 

 Replacing Route 23 with this regional Rapid connection to West Kelowna, 
Kelowna, UBCO and the Airport. 

 Every other bus from UBCO continues to Lake Country to provide 30min service 
at Berry and Bottomwood Lake stop. 

 DODT services Lake Country locally and connects to Route 97 RapidBus 
stations in District. 

 Direct to downtown Kelowna and more transfer options provided.  
 Possible City of Kelowna funding support for airport stop. 

 

 
Figure 11: H97 RapidBus Extension 

 

Why: While local travel is a big part of the daily travel within Lake Country, the 2018 
Okanagan Travel Survey identified that 37% of daily trips from Lake Country are to 
Kelowna. This strategy addresses this segment of people and ideally converts them into 
daily commuters, thereby increasing transit ridership originating from Lake Country. 
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Service Strategy #5: H97 RapidBus Extension + DODT services + free local transit 

What: This Strategy focuses on free local transit services within Lake Country with fare 
paid regional services. Local service will be a combination of Strategies #2 (Summer 
seasonal Service) and #3 (Digital On Demand Transit) discussed above. These services 
would be provided free of cost to incentivise the use of transit. Regional service, key to 
maintaining north-south regional connectivity, will be provided through BC Transit with 
the Route H97 to Kelowna and the Route 90 to Vernon. 

Why: Transit service is considered an essential service in many communities, similar to 
how a network of roads serves an essential role in connecting major destinations. Given 
that almost 50% of trips are within Lake Country (from the 2018 Okanagan Travel 
Survey), this could be a very effective way of encouraging transit ridership within Lake 
Country. In addition, providing the service for free creates a service that is accessible by 
all, equitable, as well as easy and convenient to use. If this is something Council is keen 
to pursue, details on funding sources and mechanisms for funding will be worked out in 
Phase 2 of this project. In some communities, parking revenues have been used to 
partially fund free local transit service. 

 

Service Strategy Summary & Bundles  

The advantage of developing independent service strategies is the ability to combine 
them for greater efficiency and benefit to the users.  

Below we illustrate some of the combinations possible with the strategies 
recommended above. It is to be noted that BC Transit service is required for regional 
connectivity in all bundles. Further, Bundle 1 is the existing service and represents 
status quo. Each bundle presents pros and cons from a qualitative perspective as 
illustrated below.  
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Figure 12: Transit Service Bundles 

 

Overall, Bundle 3 presents improved transit connectivity locally and Bundles 4 and 5 
improve both regional and local transit connectivity, thereby making all three, strong 
candidates to explore further. A very high-level review of costs for each bundle is 
provided in Table 2 along with comparisons to the current service. These costs assume 
reallocation of current resources where possible, however as we move to bundles 4 and 
5 some additional funding will be needed for sustained operations. In some 
communities this has come from parking fees, some others work with businesses (in the 
case of the District, it could be the wineries) to develop partnerships and leverage 
funding, some others use taxation as a way of paying for additional and improved 
transit service in the community.   
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Bundle 1 Bundle 2 Bundle 3 Bundle 4 Bundle 5 

Description Rt 23 + Rt 
32 + Rt 90 
(minor 
changes to 
schedule + 
LATP) 

Rt 23 + Rt 
32 + Rt 90 + 
Summer 
Shuttle+ 
HandyDART 

Rt 23 + Rt 90 
+ Summer 
Shuttle + 
DODT+ 
HandyDART 

H97 Rapid Bus + 
Rt 90 + Summer 
Shuttle + DODT+ 
HandyDART 

H97 Rapid Bus + 
Rt 90 + Free 
Summer Shuttle + 
Free DODT + 
HandyDART 

Service Details Status quo 

+ 

HandyDART 

Rt 23 + rt 32+ rt 
90 

+ 

Summer service = 
May long weekend 
to Sept long 
weekend 

12 pm am to 10 
pm service @10 
hrs per day 
Monday to Sunday 

+ 

HandyDART 

Rt 23 + rt 90 

+ 

DODT runs from 8 am 
to 5pm @ 9 hours per 
day, Monday to 
Saturday 

+ 

Summer service from 
May long weekend to 
Sept long 
weekend@10 hrs per 
day Monday to 
Sunday 

+    HandyDART 

Rt 90 

+ 

H97 Rapid Bus runs half 
hour service 14 hours a day, 
Monday to Sunday 

+ 

DODT runs from 8 am to 
5pm @ 9 hours per day, 
Monday to Saturday 

+ 

Summer service from May 
long weekend to Sept long 
wend@10 hr per day M to S 

+    HandyDART 

Rt 90 

+ 

H97 Rapid Bus runs half 
hour service 14 hours a day, 
Monday to Sunday 

+ 

Free DODT runs from 8 am 
to 5pm @ 9 hours per day, 
Monday to Saturday 

+ 

Free Summer service from 
May long weekend to Sept 
long weekend@10 hrs per 
day M to S 

Local 
connections 

= ++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Regional 
connections 

= = = ++++ ++++ 

Accessibility  = ++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Customer 
friendly 

= ++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Total Cost* 1.14 M 1.22 M 1.12 M 1.47 M 1.49 M 
= similar as current; ++ improved; +++ to ++++ significantly improved. 

*High level cost estimate based on maximum levels of service and does not include any capital costs (infrastructure, new buses).  

Table 2: Service Strategy Bundle Comparison 
 

BC Transit BC Transit Hybrid 
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Given that expectations regarding service levels has not been attributed to any of the 
strategies at this time, it is not possible to qualitatively evaluate these strategies 
accurately at this point. Phase 2 work will include assessing each strategy against a 
minimum, optimum and maximum level of service (days of service, span of service and 
frequency of service) based on which costs will be calculated. These costs will also take 
into account the infrastructure and vehicle needs of each strategy and the resulting cost 
implication.  

 

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In keeping with the objectives of the Mobility Masterplan of increasing transit ridership 
10% from 2019 levels and ensuring balance and equity in transportation options within 
Lake Country. Building towards Bundle 5, it is recommended that the consultant team 
further explore the options described in this report for the optimum solution in terms of 
service, coverage and resource utilization. In addition, this assessment should take into 
account coordination with current school service and ways of improving safe access to 
school for students in the District.  

 

7.0 NEXT STEPS 

 Start Phase 2 to develop detailed Levels of Service (LOS)  
 Develop preliminary/high level costs for the strategies approved by Council to 

move forward 
 Objective evaluation of strategy bundles 
 Based on an objective evaluation, provide a recommendation for implementation 
 Formalize recommendation in a report 
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Appendix A – Kelowna Regional System 
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Appendix B – Current Lake Country Transit Routes 
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Appendix C - Gap Analysis 

 

  

  

Major O&D and existing routing 
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Density and existing routing 
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Youth and existing routing 
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85+ seniors and existing routing 
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Appendix D - Usage Trends 
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Appendix E - Ridership Trends 
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